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1. Read-Out on CASBAA Policy Roundtable in Jakarta (May 17)  
 

A successful policy roundtable was held in Jakarta on Wednesday May 17th. Several CASBAA member 
companies attended the event, along with Indonesian regulators from KPI and Kominfo. Significantly, the 
Kominfo director responsible for writing the legislative proposal for Indonesia’s new broadcasting act was in 
attendance. Indonesian officials indicated that they expected action on the new bill before the end of the 
summer. Former leader of Ofcom in the UK, Tim Suter, gave the event’s main presentation, in which he 
contended that old broadcasting laws cannot effectively regulate new media, and therefore that regulatory 
officials must design a new approach to regulating the industry.  (Presentations from the Roundtable can be 
found here: http://www.casbaa.com/publication/tim-suter-presentation-for-jakarta-roundtable-on-regulation/; 
http://www.casbaa.com/publication/john-medeiros-presentation-pay-tv-content-regulation-in-asia/) 
 

2. ISD Update 
 

Global Activities 
 
Progress has been made by CASBAA and its member companies vis-à-vis the issue of online intermediaries 
providing services to the pirating industry:  
 

 After several of its members wrote C&D letters to the operator of an ISD network, CASBAA referred the 
case to Master Card. Master Card is currently investigating the operator. If Master Card approves 
CASBAA’s referral after completing their investigation, the company will terminate the operator’s use of 
their financial network.  

 

 CASBAA, MPAA and Sky Broadcasting are working together to prepare a joint webinar that will be 
offered to a large number of VISA banks. The webinar will seek to inform the banks about what ISDs are, 
and to help them recognize the signs that a customer may be using their financial services for this type 
of illicit business operation. Ultimately, the goal is to convince VISA to implement a program for 
withdrawing their services from ISD suppliers and network operators.  

 

 Amazon has recently announced that they are adding ISDs to the list of forbidden items for sale on their 
online retail platform. Member company Irdeto has achieved a similar measure of success with Alibaba. 
In a dialogue with the online retailer, Irdeto was able to illustrate the gravity of the ISD problem, 
following which Alibaba removed several thousand ISD advertisements from their online platform. 
Alibaba says they are now in the process of formalizing this effort as a continuing system in the same 
way Amazon has done.  

 

 The Court of Justice of the European Union has ruled that a multimedia player which enables films to be 
viewed easily and for free could constitute an infringement of copyright. The decision says media 
content reproduced on streaming devices is not exempt from copyright law even if the content is only 
being reproduced temporarily. This decision is potentially a useful precedent to have in a number of 
Asian jurisdictions, specifically in Hong Kong. 

 
Thailand  
 
A referral submitted by the Premier League (EPL) has resulted in action by Thai police to shut down Expat TV 
networks. Premier League Legal Director Kevin Plumb said 5 raids were carried out: 2 at data centers, where a 
number of servers were seized; and 3 at residential addresses, where the arrests of 2 UK nationals were made. A 
Thai national, who was also involved in the illegal operation, was outside of the country at the time of the raids, 
but turned herself over to the police upon her return. All suspects are now on bail. The EPL’s main frustration is 
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that the Thai police were unable to apprehend the leader of the operation during the raids. The EPL is now 
waiting for the Thai police to analyze the evidence, but suspects that this will be a slow process. For the time 
being, Expat TV services have been terminated. John Medeiros asked Kevin Plumb of the EPL if the league was 
interested in having cooperation from other member-company content owners as potential plaintiffs in their 
legal effort. Plumb expressed gratitude and replied that if seemed such assistance would be useful, they would 
bring their request for help to other content owners through CASBAA. CASBAA members in attendance 
congratulated EPL for their successful actions.  
 
Medeiros also highlighted interesting findings from discussions about the downing of Expat TV on various expat 
discussion forums in the Asia Pacific Region. Many users appeared to be genuinely unaware that the service they 
had previously been using was illegal. There was consensus among members in attendance that the industry 
needs to take coordinated actions to address this type of consumer ignorance.  
 
Singapore   
 
At the request of several member companies in Singapore, CASBAA has sent awareness letters to Fairprice, a 
retail chain, and Lines, an IT event organizer, both of whom were allowing sale of ISDs on their premises. 
CASBAA advised both companies that promoting the sale of ISDs could expose them to legal action on the part 
of injured copyright holders.  CASBAA has yet to receive a response from either company, and is uncertain 
whether the companies have discontinued or will discontinue allowing for the sale of ISDs at their venues.  
 
 A small group of members, with CASBAA, have commissioned a research survey of a thousand Singaporeans, in 
which 68% of respondents admitted to pirating or having pirated video content before.  CASBAA will be 
releasing the results of the study in the near future.  
 
Hong Kong 
 
CASBAA has received an update from Hong Kong Customs about the legal cases that resulted from the Maige 
box raids 2 years ago. The cases are expected to be in the High Court in July. The uploaders are being prosecuted 
under criminal law, and will be charged with violating the anti-circumvention provisions of the copyright law. 
The retailers are being prosecuted under the common law, and will be charged with conspiracy to defraud. (The 
defrauded party would be the pay-TV companies whose content was being redistributed.)  The prosecution of 
the retailers is significant. If the court validates the reasoning behind the conspiracy to defraud charges, it could 
give copyright holders a legal precedent to prosecute other ISD retailers, even if they are uninvolved in the 
process of uploading the content streams.  
 
Taiwan  
 
Hank Baker from MPA provided an update on the association’s ongoing enforcement activities concerning the 
distribution and sale of loaded ISDs in Taiwan.  After a long legal process, the courts handed down a successful 
criminal conviction in 2016, from raids that occurred in 2012.  Baker observed that additional similar actions 
were planned, now that the law’s application to ISDs has been clarified. Despite recent legal victories, attendees 
agreed that the industry must remain resolute in its effort to advocate for the creation of specific laws that 
would combat this type of piracy, as these do not currently exist in the majority of Asian jurisdictions. 
 
Malaysia  
 
Successful enforcement actions were taken by Malaysian police at the request of member company, ASTRO. 
Malaysian forces stopped a pirate syndicate that was illegally providing ASTRO channels to paid-subscribers via 
an ISD network.  
 

3. Vietnam – Plans for VCA Workshop in HCMC (June 9) 



 

 
Neil Gane reported that a VCA workshop is scheduled to take place on June 9th as part of the 2017 Telefilm 
Conference. The workshop will focus on the issue of online advertisements on piracy websites, and efforts to 
stop advertising money from supporting media content piracy. This is also the subject of a VCA research paper 
that is currently being produced in collaboration with Veri-Site, a certified digital advertising assurance provider. 
The paper will analyze the 50 most popular piracy websites in Vietnam, and will be published in both English and 
Vietnamese. CASBAA members who are interested in attending the workshop may contact Neil Gane for more 
information.  
 

4. India Update  
 
Joe Welch reported that Members of the Indian TV industry have successfully appealed to the Supreme Court to 
stay the TRAI’s new, increasingly restrictive rate regulations until the Madras High Court reaches a decision 
about whether or not the proposed regulatory changes conflict with India’s existing Copyright Act. The Supreme 
Court had previously rejected a request to stay the regulations, stating that the Madras High Court should simply 
expedite their ruling on original complaint, but conceded when it was later put forward a second time (by a 
different petitioner). For now, India’s earlier and less restrictive TV pricing regulations will remain in place. 
Despite the coalition’s initial success, Joe Welch and Anjan Mitra both commented that prospects are not good 
for the copyright holders to win the original case in Chennai (Madras). 

 

5. Thailand – OTT Policy 
 
The NBTC is planning to introduce new regulations for OTT TV in Thailand. The regulatory body has selected Dr. 
Natee to lead a subcommittee that will decide on the specific regulatory rules that will be imposed. John 
Medeiros intends to travel to Bangkok to meet with Dr. Natee, and to see what kind of regulations the NBTC is 
considering to put in place. He will inform the committee about what he learns. 
 

6. Singapore Copyright Consultation on Collective Rights Management 
 
Jessica Deery reported that MinLaw and IPOS are conducting a public consultation on collective rights 
management in Singapore, and have requested feedback from relevant parties about how the current collective 
copyright management system in Singapore could be improved. The deadline for submissions is June 16th.  
 
Action Item: A small group will convene via teleconference to decide how CASBAA will respond to MinLaw and 
IPOS’ submission request.  (Sony, Discovery, Fox, Time Warner and MPA asked to participate in this group; if 
other members also wish to participate, they may email John Medeiros.)  
 

7. Upcoming Events 
 

IP Roundtable with UKIPO in Hong Kong (June 16) 
 
The roundtable will take place at the Mayer Brown JSM offices in Hong Kong, and is expected to run from 
10:30am-12:30pm. At the event, UKIPO Copyright and Enforcement Director, Ros Lynch, will discuss the UK’s 
policy in respect to various aspects of copyright with CASBAA members. Issues discussed will include ISD 
enforcement, activities of PIPCU, and the UK’s ongoing copyright reform efforts. CASBAA will set up a webinar 
for members outside Hong Kong who would like to participate but are unable to attend in person.  
 
Taiwan in View Conference in Taipei (June 22)  
 
An updated program agenda is now available. The Chairman of the NCC has agreed to open the event, and 
several high-power NCC commissioners and parliamentarians are expected to participate. All committee 
members and their colleagues are invited to attend.  



 

 
Options for Policy Roundtable at CASBAA Convention in Macau (November) 
 
Attendees discussed options for the policy roundtable at the annual CASBAA convention. Two main points were 
raised. First, it was discussed whether the roundtable should remain focused on regulatory issues, or whether 
this year it should focus on IP issues instead. There was consensus among those in attendance that it would be 
timely to focus on IP issues, specifically the problem of ISDs.  This could involve inviting more IP officers in lieu of 
regulatory officials, who have traditionally been the guests invited to the roundtable. No decision was reached 
about the specific form this event should take. Secondly, due to financial constraints, the budget for this year’s 
roundtable will need to be reduced in comparison to previous years. John Medeiros proposed not to invite as 
many officials from developing countries as a way to reduce expenditures.  
 
Action item: Members will participate in a follow-up session to brainstorm potential formats the policy 
roundtable could take, potentially including a separate ISD-focused event altogether.  
 

8. AOB 
 
The next meeting will take place in Hong Kong in mid-July. 
 
Meeting adjourned.  


